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Abstract—In this paper, the coupling mechanism of a free-
space Gaussian beam into a whispering-gallery mode resonator
through a dielectric lens is mathematically modeled and numeri-
cally solved by means of the Schelkunoff-Waterman method (the
so called T-matrix method). This approach allows in principle, to
quickly analyze the performance of different near-field coupling
mechanisms with arbitrary excitations. The aim is to efficiently
excite a WGM into a nonlinear dielectric resonator in order to
detect the weak mm-wave radiation from the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) by up-converting the signal into the optical
domain via the nonlinearity of the medium.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear up-conversion of mm-wave and sub-mm-
wave signals into the optical domain by means of the nonlin-
earity of high-quality WGM resonators is a promising tech-
nique for designing high-sensitivity receivers [1]. The intrin-
sically noiseless mechanism of the parametric up-conversion
would allow these receivers to operate in a photon-counting
regime at room temperature [2], which makes them attractive
for radio-astronomy applications, as for example the accurate
measurement of the CMB B-mode polarization for indirectly
detecting primordial gravitational waves. This is a topic of
high interest since it would test the validity of the inflationary
paradigm. The general scheme of these receivers involves a
WGM resonator in which an optical and a mm-wave WGMs
are excited by near-field couplers. The optical WGM is
typically excited by means of a coupling prism, whereas the
mm-wave signal is typically coupled through a dielectric rod
waveguide which requires transitions and a horn antenna to be
fed by a free-space Gaussian beam.
A free-space Gaussian beam can be coupled to spherical
resonators if the beam is directed tangentially to the resonator’s
surface at an optimal distance, however the coupling efficiency
is low [3]. An alternative is to couple the Gaussian beam
to the resonator by the evanescent near-field arising from
the planar face of a semi-spherical dielectric lens, when the
beam is incident beyond the critical angle. This is the same
principle used in the optical domain to couple the laser signal
through a prism. Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of the
receiver, depicting the coupling lens mechanism. In this case,
an exhaustive analysis must be done in order to find the
optimal parameters of the coupler which maximize the intra-
cavity power.
Fig. 1. General scheme for the receiver based on nonlinear up-conversion
in a WGM resonator.
For quickly analyzing the system, we study the coupling
mechanism by computing the evanescent field arising from
the Gaussian beam under total internal reflection (TIR), and
consider this as an incident primary field. Then, the coupled
field inside the resonator is computed by means of the T-matrix
method. This is a first approximation since the presence of
the lens in the vicinity of the resonator is neglected from
the formulation. As a second approximation we propose to
compute the plane-wave spectrum of the fields, and consider
the multiple reflections occurring between the resonator and
the lens’ face.
II. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK
The system is modeled as a planar interface between the
lens medium with refractive index na and the air (nb), which
is at a distance d from the resonator’s center as shown in Fig.
2. Consider the incident field Eia(r
′) in medium na expanded
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Fig. 2. Model of the system.
in a continuum of plane waves:
Eia(r
′) =
∫ ∫ [
Ψ±⊥(κx, κz) + Ψ
±
‖ (κx, κz)κˆ
±×
]
κˆ±× aˆy
· exp (iκaκˆ± · r′) dκxdκz (1)
where κaκˆ
± = κxaˆx ±
√
κ2a − κ2x + κ2zaˆy + κzaˆz , and the
functions Ψ±⊥ and Ψ
±
‖ are the plane-wave spectrum of the
field for perpendicular and parallel polarization respectively,
given by the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the field.
To each plane wave of the integral, we can apply Snell’s
laws to obtain the spectrum of the reflected and refracted
fields so we can also express them as a continuum of plane
waves. Computationally we can project the resulting incident,
reflected and refracted fields in a fixed set of plane wave
directions forming an incomplete approximate basis of the
whole vector space of field solutions. Then, each plane-wave
component of the refracted field (for each polarization) can
be arranged in a column vector Et⊥,‖ and obtained from a
matrix multiplication with the column vector associated with
the incident field expansion as Et⊥,‖ = T
ab
⊥,‖E
i
⊥,‖, where the
square matrix T ab⊥,‖ is obtained from Snell’s laws. From now
on, we will get rid of the polarization sub-index and recall
that every calculation must be done for each polarization.
Once the refracted field is computed, it can be considered
as a primary field incident into the scatterer. Since Maxwell’s
equations are linear, the refracted and scattered fields inside
and outside the resonator, Eo and Es respectively, can be
thought as determined by some linear transformation applied
to the incident field. Hence, these fields can be computed from
the matrices associated with the transformations as Eo = QEr
and Es = SEr. Matrices Q and S are uniquely determined by
the resonator’s material and geometry, and may be obtained
from the T-matrix method [4], recalling that incident plane
waves must be expanded in vector spherical harmonics (VSH),
and scattered VSH must be converted back into a plane-wave
expansion [5], [6]. The refracted field inside the resonator Eo
can be considered as a first approximation of the excited field.
The accuracy of the solution can be improved by taking into
account the contribution of the multiple reflections between
planar interface and resonator:
Eo = Eo1 + E
o
2 + E
o
3 + · · · (2)
= Q
[
I +RbaS +
(
RbaS
)2
+ · · ·
]
Et1 (3)
= Q
(
I −RbaS)−1 T abEi (4)
where I is the identity matrix, and Rba is a square matrix
determined from Snell’s laws that computes the reflection of
plane waves coming from nb to na.
III. RESULTS
Preliminary results of the first approximation field excited in
a sapphire sphere of radius R = 2.5 mm at 73.28 GHz when
a Gaussian beam is incident in a silicon lens under TIR have
been obtained. The distance between the resonator’s surface
and the lens is 0.25λ0, being λ0 the free-space wavelength.
An iterative study showed that it is optimal to have the beam
focused in the point on the lens’ flat face which is closest to
the resonator. It was also shown that the optimal angle depends
slightly on the beam waist. The maximum field intensity of a
resonant TE mode inside the resonator was found for a beam
waist w0 = 1.35λ0/na and an incidence angle γ = 29◦. The
excited field is plotted in Fig. 3, being the intensity about
6 times larger than in a free-space beam coupling scheme
without lens, in the optimal configuration and for the same
beam power.
Fig. 3. Real part of the electric field evaluated on an azimuthal plane inside
the sphere for the optimal configuration. The Gaussian beam’s electric field
magnitude inside the lens is 7.33 V/m.
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